ELUME EXTREME OUTPUT LED LIGHT PANEL - MOUNTING OPTIONS

MODEL - ELsf32e - Framed LED Panel
(Specific frame dimensions available upon request)

Please note:

- Mounting holes are to be pre-specified before production. We do not recommend drilling on site.

- Do not apply adhesive or bonding agent to the back of the panel - The agent will cause light anomalies once illuminated.

- No space is required between the LED Light Panel and the material to be illuminated however depending on the translucency of the material you may wish to allow free air or a clear acrylic spacer between the LED Light Panel and the material to be illuminated to increase the light diffusion.

- Construction adhesive or bonding agent can be applied sparingly to the aluminum frame perimeter, care being taken not to get any on the light panel itself.

STAND OFF MOUNTING
W/ Prefabricated holes
OFFSET CLIP MOUNTING
(Mirror Clips)
STAND OFF MOUNTING
W/ Prefabricated holes
C / U CHANNEL MOUNTING
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